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The Shadowplay putter has slightly understable flight characteristics. It is therefore extremely straightforward over
medium and short distances. Only over 50 meters does it make a smooth right turn. Precise short game for
example in the forest is their strength. The rounded edge is pleasant to grip and lies comfortably in the hand.
Grip grooves in the edge give it an additional better feel.
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Credo
Credo is an overstable Putter. If you throw it fast, it flies straight and has a moderate fade. The slower you throw,
the more fade the disc gets. Being an overstable putter, the Credo will especially serve you well in headwind and
comes in handy for approaches too!
Available in Advanced plastic.

Price: Beginner = 4,95 Euro
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Lucky is an understable midrange disc. The lower rim makes it perfekt in smaller hands, espacially for women
or kids. The smooth flightpath gives you a straight approach and high accuracy. Extra durable and grippy soft
plastic will make you love it.
Available in Advanced (140 g), Maximum and Platinum plastic.

Price: Beginner = 4,95 Euro, Maximum = 7,20 Euro, Platinum = 7,95 Euro
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Vigil
The Vigil is an understable driver in grippy and extra durable plastic. It's understable pathflight makes the
disc hot for beginner! Unique in the market is its diameter of 21.7 cm. The disc has a flat profile and a good
fade at the end of the flightpath. The Pipeline will force to one of the most popular driver disc.
Unique is the new inner circel rim.
Available in Advanced, Maximum and Platinum plastic.

Price: Maximum = 7,20 Euro, Platinum = 7,95 Euro
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Beginner Plastic is about 140 g. Maximum Plstic is about 167 g to 176 g.

Price: Beginner = 4,95 Euro, Maximum = 7,20 Euro, Platinum = 7,95 Euro

